
Deluxe Premium 
3D Virtual Tour 3D Virtual Tour 

■ lmmersive Matterport 3D tour placing the client ■ All the features of the Deluxe tour plus:
in full control of what they view, allowing them to

■ Unlimited Mattertags to fully showcase every
explore the space. Essentially a 24/7 virtual
open house.

detail of the space.

■ 3D dollhouse & top-down floor plan views. ■ Up to 25 still pictures taken straight from the
tour from vantage points of your choice. You

■ Up to 10 still pictures taken straight from the can use these to promote the listing across
tour from vantage points of your choice. various websites and print media.

■ 5 Mattertags describing features of the space ■ A curated virtual walk-thru will be created
can contain website links, videos, or pictures. through your space, guiding your clients along

■ Measurement mode allows clients to measure
a path of your choosing.

the size of any particular area in the space, ■ Schematic Floorplan - Black and white layout
within the 3D tour. It's a great way to check if of your space with all measurements included
"that couch" fits against the wall. at a glance.

■ $299 for up to 1500 Sq. Ft. ■ $499 for up to 2000 Sq. Ft.
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Aerial Photography

Up to 25 digital pictures will be taken for you.
Images will be professionally edited in the Adobe CC products and delivered digitally.
Picture file sizes/types can be tailored to your needs and can be made MLS compliant.
$299 Purchased independently. $199 with Deluxe Tour. $149 with Premium Tour.

4 Aerial pictures are taken from angles of your choice.
1 Interactive 360-degree Aerial photo over the location allowing viewers to fully immerse 
themselves in your picture, from above.
1 specialty video clip, up to 30 seconds, such as an Asteroid, Boomerang, Dronie, or Helix.
$199 Purchased independently. $149 with Deluxe Tour. $99 with Premium Tour.

Still Photography

Aerial pictures and videos are an amazing value to
literally and figuratively elevate your listing. More
pictures and videos can be added to this Aerial 
Photography package, along with longer cinematic 4K
videos for an additional fee. Here’s an example of a 
standard Aerial Photography package:

Images are shot using a Sony A7RIII mirrorless camera using Raw file format.

(619) 324-8844
Call us at: 

Josh@PenguinVRMedia.com
www.penguinvrmedia.com
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